Nuclear protest film heads series

Nine short films will be presented tonight in the REC as part of the Rice Chapel Series.

"The War Game," produced for the BBC by Peter Watkins, depicts with startling realism the consequences and human nature never allow him to study and not be bothered.

Although Rudee admitted he hadn't much contact with the novices of Rice, he said plans to begin immediately to meet students and begin assessing the varied disciplines of the masterminds. He said he expected a "meaningful reduction" in his teaching load. Rudee's previous work up to leave more time for his duties in Waco.

Lexington college courses.

The report of Rudee's conclusions, issued last week, recommended an expansion of the college program, and sought ways to improve faculty interest and participation in the college system.

"We must work together," he said, "to put the issue on the ballot by 1975."

Talmage resigns

Rudee named new Wiss master

By DENNIS TAHLELE

Dr. Mervyn I. Rudee, Associate Professor of Political Science, has been named master of Wiss College effective July 1, succeeding Charles Hollander, who has been master of RMC since 1964 and will discontinue his consultative relationship with the college.

Although Rudee admitted he hadn't much contact with the novices of Rice, he said plans to begin immediately to meet students and begin assessing the varied disciplines of the masterminds. He said he expected a "meaningful reduction" in his teaching load. Rudee's previous work...
Electoral frauds in Vietnam point to government's failures

(For the Washington Post)

By STEPHEN K. FOX

By any standard, the second general election in Vietnam was a farce. The voter registration process was rife with errors and incompetence. The turnout, at 76.5% of the eligible electorate, has mass-produced V.C. and given the Nguyen Van Thieu regime the legitimacy with which it can base its claim to a democratic mandate.

The National Liberation Front (N.L.F.) is holding its third national congress at Gia Lai, February 27 to March 10, 1969. The N.L.F. won 84.4% of the vote in February 1968. The N.L.F. holds the stage in the northern provinces and throughout the central highlands; the government is in control only in Saigon and the coastal provinces of Quang Ngai, Binh Dinh, and Quang Tin.

Yet the N.L.F. has been gathering in strength, and in the northern provinces the government's control is far removed from that of the N.L.F. The Saigon government is clinging to power by repression to stay in power, and the result is that the N.L.F. has been gathering strength.

The government has been suffering several string-attached aid programs recently. The United States, for example, has been providing military aid to the South Vietnamese army. As a result, the American military has been taking over more and more of the government's functions.

The N.L.F. has been gathering strength because it has been able to exploit the political and social dislocations caused by the war. The government has been unable to maintain control over the countryside, and the N.L.F. has been able to take advantage of this weakness.
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The N.L.F. has been gather
Rice annual continues photographic excellence

By RICHARD SAWYER

A revolution is occurring in college yearbooks, which is shaking by its very existence the bedrock traditionalism of College Rhym.n, U. S. A. The current avant-garde of these publications seek to emulate the more realistic (and consequently more expensive) popular genre with a kind of expose-tell-it-all journalism. GRINNELL '68 is the most notorious printing bill after the Grinnellers (who were stuck with the photographically documents pot parts, the students' private lives, and other "sacred" aspects of college life.

YAKETT-YAK '66 from the University of North Carolina, contains a remarkable essay on its editor's growing up. Its charm lies principally in its regard to the author's sexual YAKKETY-YAK leave far behind a swarm of cheaply sentimental, poorly executed picture scrapbooks. Most any of Omega's rush, those Hallowed tastes. And the last thing is not even to trample those ideas to guess that you had not condescendingly sympathetic poem on 

To the Editor:

I fully share Miss Saunders' indignation over the obscene symptoms of the changes I differ in her assessment of what is ob- 

Most of the university students are not concerned with education per se, but education at all. They have no Seminar, written and by remember-

said before was that there was a certain excitement.

It is not necessary to be po- 

cally hypercritical of people sholdeering a vital and complex tool to achieve it. There was a time not so long ago when this was called yellow journalism and the color was chosen advisedly.

I am sure that I speak the feelings of a majority of alumni in this conviction, certainly that of fellow members of the Ed- 

not say too much; watch out, what will X, Y, Z think?" dominates the rest of Stnn's copy. Oh, well you can't really ex- 

If you breathe carry Beam.

To the Editor:

Harold's Garage

HENRY J. ENGEL, Owner

Automatic Transmissions
Paint & Body Shop
Air Conditioning

4216 Dunlap

6-2233

Tanaka: meaning of education lost

To the Editor:

It's called Beam!

And it's good to get a Little Barm, a bit of Barm and a cloth of Zap.

Beam, boy, you're a new pocket- 

size breath freshener that does all those things.

Just a couple of drops or a spray on the tip of your tongue will blast your bad breath away and make it turn good and clean and fresh. To you and everybody else.

A little kapeow for the breaks!

TALBOTT WILSON

Class of '66
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Conference wants contest papers

By LAURA KAPLAN

Lee Horstman strongly encouraged students to compete for the $1000 in prize money which will be given for the best student papers which are presented at the Urban Futures Conference, at the Senate meeting Tuesday night.

He added that so far only two Rice students have submitted papers. The best paper entered to date is from an architecture student at Texas A&M. There are no limitations on content or length, only that the MLA Style Sheet be used.

There has been some difficulty in communication at many of the colleges which have been invited to send delegates. It appears that full information is not being disseminated to the student body. There has, however, been good response from schools where the information has been dispensed.

Volunteers, equipment needed

Seniors and first-year graduate students are needed to chair discussion groups. Those chairmen will have almost complete control over their discussion material.

Graduating Seniors and Advanced Degree Candidates

Orders For Graduation Invitations

Will Be Taken

in the

Lounge

of the

RICE MEMORIAL CENTER

THURS. FEB. 6 & FRI. FEB. 7 8:30 to 1:30

Deposit $3.00 with Each Order
Rice ruggeers compete in tourney

By DAVID NORMAN

Modern football can trace its ancestry back to the days of Rome and a game known as harpastum. Apparently harpastum developed as jaded emperors grew weary of the relatively tame contests between Christians and asserted wild beasts (lions, bears, Nubians, etc.). And to inject the sport with excitement, they introduced gladiators into their Sunday and afternoon spectacles. Man versus man was the obvious draw, but man versus beast were also important, especially those with notorious standing grudges, and impressive battles rattled around in the Coliseum weekend after weekend. Eventually a ball was introduced into the game as a substitute for the more perishable chieftains, and harpastum developed into a sport that continues today. In primitive but effective method of curbing the population explosion in that inhuman community.

Harpastum has not been confined to that island; however, the dual egrege of capitalism and commercialism has allowed the virus to escape to America, Canada, and South Africa in the 19th century. Then two weeks ago English Rugby made its entrance into the college system in a trans-Atlantic migration to Houston and Rice. This weekend Rice and St. Mary's Rugger cannot challenge American football at Rice in recruiting or crowd appeal, but the emperors grew weary of the relatively tame contests between Christians and asserted wild beasts (lions, bears, Nubians, etc.), and decided to inject the sport with excitement, they introduced gladiators into their Sunday and afternoon spectacles. Man versus man was the obvious draw, but man versus beast were also important, especially those with notorious standing grudges, and impressive battles rattled around in the Coliseum weekend after weekend.
notes and notices

Winterland—Ice Skating

Student rates for Rice students
Special rates for groups of 10 or more

WELL, I GET MY ART DEGREE THIS SEMESTER. WHAT CAN CONOCO OFFER ME?

old smitty is going with conoco as engineer. dave is signing with conoco's geology department.

the recruiters have been holding all the good with high-pitched degree. where does great "talent like me go fit in?" i feel left out. i'll miss those guys four years in the same school is a long time.

the university of st. thomas art department and media center.

accred by the st. thomas art department and media center.

tilt — hansen college and kowil radio will present "white owl vs. the world" a broadcast of a pinball match between kowil dj richard smith and hansen champion of hansen's pinball tournament emanating from the hansen gym room at 8 pm, sunday, feb. 3.

work — the international work exchange has prepared

typing: term papers, theses. experienced typist with degree in english. electric typewriter. 777-4625.

campus calendar

thursday, jan. 30

10 am the channel seven news features "the war games" etc. cfn grand hall

11 am "a conversation on nuclear energy" with students from several area high schools. Rice auditorium, 314b raymond hall

1 pm lunch lecture series

friday, jan. 31

10 am "the channel seven news features "the war games" etc. cfn grand hall

11 am " upwards and onwards" a conversation with midwest "behind the scenes." hall of residence, 214b raymond hall

1 pm lunch lecture series

saturday, feb. 1

9 am library: "interim institute," a program of the international work exchange, to be held on the campus of the university of st. thomas, in one of the photography lecture series sponsored by the international work exchange.

1 pm "dave sally" hunter general hall

2 pm "the channel seven news features "the war games" etc. cfn grand hall

3 pm lunch lecture series

sunday, feb. 2

10 am "a conversation on nuclear energy" with students from several area high schools. Rice auditorium, 314b raymond hall

11 am " the station" at the channel seven news.

1 pm lunch lecture series

monday, feb. 3

9 am "library: "the student government association," a program of the international work exchange, to be held on the campus of the university of st. thomas, in one of the photography lecture series sponsored by the international work exchange.

1 pm "cuttie sally in a college girl." hussey hall

1 pm lunch lecture series

tuesday, feb. 4

9 am "the channel seven news features "the war games" etc. cfn grand hall

1 pm lunch lecture series

enter as first class postage
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